
ASYMMETRIC DISPLACEMENT OF A VECTOR*

BY

JOSEPH MILLER THOMASf

1. Introduction. Levi-Civita's definition of parallel displacement of a

vector X has been generalized to non-Riemannian geometries by several

writers § who have replaced the Christoffel symbols of the second kind by a

set of quantities T'jk which are symmetric in j and k; and by Schouten||

who has omitted the assumption of symmetry.

The problem of the changes of the connection Y)k which preserve the

paths (or geodesies) has been treated by Weyl, by Eisenhart and by Veblen

in the symmetric case^f and by Friedmann and Schouten** in the asymmetric

case. Such changes of the connection preserve, in general, only the directions

of vectors displaced along themselves. In the present paper are treated

changes of connection which preserve the directions of all displaced vectors

(§5)-tt It is readily shown that two distinct symmetric connections can-

not give rise to the same displaced directions, so that the connections con-

sidered are necessarily asymmetric in general.

In § 7 are given some tensors which are independent of the above change

of connection, and a process, like covariant differentiation, for forming

tensors of the same nature but of higher rank is indicated.

In the final section we find necessary and sufficient conditions in order

that an asymmetric connection may be made symmetric by a change pre-

serving displaced directions.

2. General linear displacement of a vector. Consider a vector field £•

in an w-dimensional manifold referred to a coordinate system x.  The vector

* Presented to the Society, May 2, 1925, received by the editors in June, 1925.

t National Research Fellow in Mathematics.

X T. Levi-Civita, Nozione di parallelismo in una varíela qualunque, Rendiconti del Circolo

Matemático di Palermo, vol. 42 (1917), pp. 173-205.

§ Cf. H. Weyl, Raum, Zeit, Materie, 4th edition, p. 100; A. S. Eddington, The Mathematical

Theory of Relativity, p. 213.

|| J. A. Schouten, Über die verschiedenen Arten der Übertragung, Mathematische Zeitschrift,

vol. 13 (1922), pp. 56-81; Der Ricci-Kalkül, pp. 62-75.
H H. Weyl, Göttinger Nachrichten, 1921, p. 99; L. P. Eisenhart, Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences, vol. 8 (1922), p. 233; 0. Veblen, ibid., p. 347.
** Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 21 (1924), p. 218.

ft This problem has been touched upon by H. Friesecke in his paper Vektorübertragung, Rich-

tungsübertragung, Metrik, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 94 (1925), p. 101.
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£' at a point P of coordinates x* can be thought of as being displaced to a

nearby point P' of coordinates x*+dx* provided there is given a law specify-

ing the vector at P' which corresponds to the vector £< at P, or, what amounts

to the same thing, a law specifying the vector 5£* at P' which is the differ-

ence between the vector of the field at the point P' and the displaced vector.

Adopting the latter alternative,* we say that a vector £* suffers a general

linear displacement when

(2.1) «£« = <*£•+ 22 •*£><***,

where d£* represent the differentials of the functions £\

The quantities 22#, which will be called the components of the linear

connection, are subjected only to the restriction that the quantities given

by (2.1) are the components of a vector—a restriction which determines their

law of transformation. When the coordinates x are changed by an analytic

transformation to x, we have

dx*                   d2x*
d? =-¿£«   H-£/oV,

dx" dx'dx*

-, _   _       _,  dx" dxß
HjkÇdxk = Haß-£>aV.

dx' dxk

Hence

dx* /  d2x* _<  dx"  dxf\
«£' =-<*£" + ( —— + Haß-• —- )?dxk.

dx" \dx'dxk dx' d&/

In order that these equations may reduce to

dx* dx* dx*    a
-5£" =-¿£« -^-Hjk?dxk,
dx" dx" dx"

it is necessary and sufficient that

dx*        d2x* -i    dx" dxß
(2.2) H'k-+ Haß-

dx"      dx'dx" dx' dxk

We write

(2.3) H)k= fik + n)k,

* Although displacement as here defined only applies to a vector belonging to a field, we extend

the definition to all vectors by stipulating that the changes in the components be given by— Bimtfdxk

as far as terms of the first order.
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the r's denoting the symmetric part of H*jt,

(2.4) Y)k = i(H)k + Hiki),

and the Q's the skew-symmetric part,

(2.5) n]k = í (H)k - H'ki).

By adding equations (2.2) to those obtained from them by the interchange

of j and k, and dividing by 2, we find the law of transformation for the

r's is the same as for the H's, namely,

a   dxl        d2x¿ -i   dxa   dxß
(2.6) r,t-=-— + Taß — —- •

dxa       dx'dx" dx1   dxk

From these equations it is readily proved that

a -a    dxß      d log A
(2.7) Taj =   Taß— + -—'

dx' dx'

where

ax*
A =

dx'

By subtracting equations of the form (2.2), we prove that fl't are the com-

ponents of a tensor.*

3. Fields of vectors generated by displacement and the curvature tensor.

Let us consider a field of vectors generated by the displacement of a vector.

The conditions for such a field are ô£* = 0, and can be written as

(3.1) d^ + HU'dx" = 0,

or as
of i

(3.2) -+ #,-*!> = 0.
dx"

The conditions of integrability of these equations are

(3.3) Z)kl? = 0,

where

i da ,t da ti at a    >
(3.4) Zjkl =- + HvMai - HiiHak.

dx1 dxh

* This result is given by Schouten, Ricci-Kalkül, p. 67.
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In order that there exist a vector at each point of space which can be ob-

tained by displacement of a vector which has arbitrary initial components

at an arbitrary starting point, it is necessary and sufficient that equations

(3.2) be completely integrable. The conditions of integrability (3.3) of these

equations will be satisfied identically if, and only if,

Z]u = 0.

From the way in which these functions Z]a arise it is evident that they

are the components of a tensor.   By substitution from (2.3) we have

(3.5) Zjiei = Bjki + Cjki,

where 2?'tj, is the ordinary curvature tensor for the T's, namely,

i dTjle dT,l ai ai
(3.6) B¡ki =--- + TjkTai — TjiTak,

dx'        dxk

and where

(3.7) Cjki = Í2,t,¡ — Í2,i,fc + ttßtiai — ßji^o*,

fi'ti¡ being the covariant derivative of fi't formed with respect to the T's:

«' àiljk ai i      a i       a

(3.8) Í2jfc,¡ =- + QjkTai — QakTji — Qjar¡K.
dx1

4. The paths or geodesies. If we define a path (geodesic) as a curve

whose tangent vector at any point is obtained by displacement of the

tangent vector at a nearby point, the differential equations of the paths are

d2x* i   dx'  dxk
(4.1) —- + Tik-= 0.

ds2 ds    ds

Only the symmetric part of the coefficients H# enters into these equations.*

By choosing for ßit an arbitrary tensor, skew-symmetric in j and k,

we can associate with any geometry of paths f a displacement of the type

(2.1).
5. Changes of linear connection which preserve displaced directions.

The vector arising from £* by displacement to the point x*+dx* has for its

components, as far as terms of the first order,

(5.1) V-HU'dxk.

* Schouten, Ricci-Kalkül, p. 76.

t Cf. O. Veblen and T. Y. Thomas, The geometry of paths, these Transactions, vol. 25

(1923), p. 551-580, for a general account of the geometry of paths.
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If we consider another set of H's, say

(5.2) Z7* = ff*-a-t,

then the new vector arising by displacement has for its components

(5.3) {'- HU'd*k + ¿figdx*.

In order that the directions of the vectors (5.1) and (5.3) may be the same,

it is necessary and sufficient that their difference be in the direction of either,

or that

(5.4) oU'dx* = X?,

to within terms of the first order. The conditions can also be written

a'tfdx* = X8,V.

Since these equations must hold for arbitrary (■', we have

ajkdxk = X5,-.

If we determine X from this last relation by contraction, substitute back and

equate the coefficients of dxk to zero, we find

(5.5) a,t = — a^t.
M

It is seen from (2.2) and (5.2) that a^ is a tensor. Hence a2t is a vector,

which will be denoted by 2w^t- In terms of this vector, equations (5.5) be-

come*

a,t = 25,^>t,

and from (2.4) and (2.5) the changes in the r's and fl's are, therefore,

respectively

(5.6) ^-^ = 4 + 4,

(5.7) Sljt — Í2* = d¡ipk — ôk<pj.

It is to be noted that the skew-symmetric part of the change vanishes only

if the symmetric part does and vice-versa.

Conversely, if the connection is changed in accordance with (5.6) and

(5.7), tpj being an arbitrary vector, conditions (5.4) are fulfilled.

In the associated geometry of paths, there is brought about a change of

the affine connection  T^ which preserves the paths.    Moreover,  every

* Friesecke, loc. cit., p. 106, obtains these conditions.
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change preserving the paths is of the form (5.6).* Hence a study of dis-

placements of the form (2.1) is one approach to a prqjective geometry of

paths.

From (5.6) and (5.7) follow

1
(5.8) *>,=-(ra.-r*"),

(5.9) <p,-(Q'a-Qa).

From these equations, (5.6), and (5.7) we find that the following expressions

are independent of <ps and are therefore invariant under the change of con-

nection being considered :f

i « bi _ "k
(5-10) n» = Tik - -j-- rak - —- r:,. ;

M + 1 » + 1

(5.11) «A = «A-4- iC - —:r a% ;
n — 1 n — 1

(5.12) z¿- r;t + -^-íí:a + —o;;
M— 1 » — 1     '

1 a r«* ^*»
(5.13) —72I--T +

» + 1 n + 1      » - 1
*

(5.14) L¡k = H* - - H°ak.
n

We note then that from these definitions, it follows that

*l = *l - ¿:* = °-

6. Normal affine connection.    The quantities 11^ defined by (5.10) are

the components of the projective connection.f    From (5.10) it follows that

(6.1) n^=r^

* Cf. H. Weyl, Göttinger Nachrichten, 1921, p. 99. Also L. P. Eisenhart, Proceedings

of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 8 (1922), p. 233, and O. Veblen, ibid., p. 347.

t We shall use German characters to denote tensors which are independent of <p.

X These quantities were first employed and named by T. Y. Thomas in the Proceedings

of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 11 (1925), pp. 199-203.
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if, and only if, T", = 0. From (2.7) it is seen that this will be an invariant

property only under transformations of constant jacobian. An affine con-

nection for which (6.1) is true will be called normal* for the given

coordinate system and those arising from it by transformations with con-

stant jacobian. f

If in the given coordinate system we choose the components ipx equal to

Taai/(n+l), then from (5.8) it follows that

(6-2) r;- = o,

and conversely.   Hence we have proved

Theorem 1. For any coordinate system there is a unique normal affine

connection.

T. Y. ThomasJ states that the components of the projective connection

"constitute a normalized affine connection." In the light of the above dis-

cussion this statement must be interpreted as follows: for each coordinate

system there exists an affine connection whose components are equal to the

corresponding components of the projective connection in the given co-

ordinate system. The same equality of components also holds in coordinate

systems arising from the given one by transformations of constant jacobian.

In coordinate systems connected with the given one by transformations of

variable jacobian, however, a different affine connection will be normalized

and will have its components equal to those of the projective connection.

It also follows that the skew-symmetric tensor

dTai        dTai
(6.3) Su = B°   =

dx' dx'

vanishes for a normal affine connection in a properly chosen coordinate

system, and therefore in any coordinate system. §   Conversely, we can show

* E. Cartan, adopting a viewpoint entirely different from that of the present paper, includes

r£4 = 0 in the definition of his normal projective connection. He proves a result equivalent to

Theorem 1. Cf. his paper Sur les varíeles à connexion projective, Bulletin de la Société Ma-

thématique de France, vol. 52 (1924), p. 211.

f T. Y. Thomas (loc.cit.) places A = 1 as a device to make the H's have a law of transformation

like that of the r's. He calls transformations of coordinates of this type equi-transformations. For

a determination in finite form of the equations of all such transformations, cf. E. Goursat, Bulletin

des Sciences Mathématiques, vol. 41 (1917), p. 211.

X Loc. cit., p. 200.

§ That it is always possible to choose the affine connection so that the skew-symmetric tensor

vanishes was first established by L. P. Eisenhart, Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences, vol. 8 (1922), p. 233.
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that if the skew-symmetric tensor vanishes, then it is possible to choose the

coordinate system so that r"< = 0.  We have by hypothesis

dTai dVäj

dx' dx*

Hence the equations
diogA =      a

dx* ai

are completely integrable, and it is possible to determine a A satisfying them

and assuming an initial value different from 0. Suppose that such a solution

is

(6.4) A = f(x\x2, •••,*").

Choose the variables (x2, x3, • • • , xn) as arbitrary analytic functions of

(x1, x2, • - ■ , xn) subject only to the restriction that the minor of dxl/dxl in

A shall initially be different from zero. Then (6.4) can be solved for this

derivative and Cauchy's theorem applied to show the existence of functions

xl satisfying (6.4). In the coordinate system so obtained it follows from (2.7)

thatf^, = 0.

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of co-

ordinate systems for which a given affine connection is normal is the vanishing

of the skew-symmetric tensor.

Veblen* has pointed out that for affine connections of the type under

consideration there is a definition of volume:

/

3 logy
ydxHx2 ■ ■ ■ dxn,        -- = Ta..

dx*

In the coordinate systems referred to in Theorem 2 this definition takes

the form

V-yj dxxdx2 ■ ■ • dx",

y being a constant. In a Riemann geometry, the skew-symmetric tensor is

zero. Hence coordinate systems exist for which the affine connection given

by the Christoffel symbols is normal. Since in this case

ra. = âlog

dx*

* O. Veblen, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 9 (1923), p.

Cf. also L. P. Eisenhart, ibid., p. 4.
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where g is the determinant of the fundamental tensor g a, they are the

coordinate systems for which g is constant.

It is likewise seen from (5.9) that by choosing <p,- properly we can make

fia.= 0

for the displacement, so that

(6.5) 8¿ = n-t.

These are invariant conditions, but in general they can not be realized simul-

taneously with (6.1).

A proper choice of <p¡ will in a similar manner make

(6.6) L)k = H)k

for the given coordinate system.

7. Tensors independent of the change of the linear connection.  By com-

putation from (3.6) or by reference to Veblen and T. Y. Thomas* we find

(7.1) B% = B*m - Ôi(*ki - *») - «i#/i + aï*,*,

where
$kl = <Pk,l + <Pk<Pl,

and ipki is the covariant derivative of <pk formed with respect to the r's.

By contraction, the following expressions are found:

a i\ * Rik ~ R,k _l S,k ~ S'k
(7.2) <i>,t =-1-

n - 1 n2 - 1

ii i\ * * Sik ~ S'k
(7.3) $,t - 4-ti =-TT"'

n + 1

where Rjk = Bajta is the Ricci tensor and Sa is given by (6.3). Substitution

from (7.2) in (7.1) and separation of the accented and unaccented terms

show that the quantities

(7.4) «&, = B\kl-— Su +-(¿Ru - o\Rik)
n + 1 « — 1

1 •• i
-\—;-(SkSn — 5j 5,-t)

n2 — 1

* Loc. cit., p. 559; also L. P. Eisenhart, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 24 (1923), p.

377, where there are differences of sign due to different definitions of <p¡ and Bít¡.
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are the components of a tensor which is independent of the vector <p. It is

the projective curvature tensor discovered by Weyl.* It can also be ob-

tained by expressing integrability conditions of the equations of transforma-

tion of the components of the projective connection (5.10).f When it is

obtained in the latter way, it is expressed in terms of the II's. That it can be

so expressed, follows directly from the observations leading to (6.1). In

fact,  we can prove

Theorem 3. Any projective tensor formed from the components of the affine

connection can be expressed in terms of the components of the projective con-

nection.

By a projective tensor is meant a tensor independent of the vector <p.

To prove the theorem, we compute the values of the components of the

tensor for a normal affine connection. Equations (6.1) show that each T

can be replaced by the corresponding II. Since the values of the components

of the tensor are by hypothesis independent of the affine connection for

which they are computed, the theorem is proved.

Treating (3.7) in an entirely analogous manner, we get

CW= Ci*l — 5j(<£*i — <Pjt) + 5jfc$,i — 5z<P,*,

Dik - D/i
$,* — **/ =

n- 1

Cji — Cjk      Djk — Djk
$,* =-h —-— >

n - 1 (n - l)2

C>*  " C"ika  '   D'k = Caik ■

It then is found that the following are the components of tensors indepen-

dent of tp:

i i       Oj Dki 1        i %
(7.5) y.jki = Cjki- H- (ôkCji — 5iCjk)

n — 1      n — 1

1
+ --—(bkDn-hDjk),

(n-1)2

* H. Weyl, Göttinger Nachrichten, 1921, p. 99.

t Cf. a paper by the writer, Proceedings of the National Academy of  Sciences, vol.

11 (1925), p. 207.
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,„   ,x *a (3   -   n)°i"    ,    C'k   -   Ck>
( i. 6) 3t      =-

a,i        (re - l)2 » - 1

D]k S,k
(7.7) §),* =

n — 1     n + 1

The tensor given by (7.7) can also be obtained by expressing integrability

conditions of the equations of transformation of the quantities (5.13).

We find also

®l« = »:«. = *;,. = o,

and that the Weyl tensor has the property of cyclic symmetry, namely,

SB*i + min + mhk = 0,

whereas the tensor x"'tí does not.

We note also that the tensor
i

i i 5 i
$>iki = Zm---Zaakl

n

arises by treating (3.4) in the same way that we did (3.6) and (3.7). From

a consideration of equations (6.6) we see that this tensor can be expressed in

terms of the quantities (5.14), and a theorem similar to Theorem 3 can be

stated for projective tensors formed from the H's.

In addition to the above tensors which are independent of <p, we have also

the projective invariants given by formulas (5.10) to (5.14). Of these, the

quantities 2't present special interest. They constitute an affine (symmetric)

connection which is uniquely determined by the linear connection and which

is the same for all linear connections yielding the same displaced directions.

Since it is readily proved that the S's have the same law of transformation

as the r's, they form a basis for covariant differentiation which is indepen-

dent of (p. Thus from the projective tensors given in this section we can form

infinite sequences of tensors of the same character. To obtain formulas for

covariant differentiation we need only replace the r's by S's in the ordinary

formulas.*

8. Semi-symmetric displacements. We next inquire under what con-

ditions it is possible to choose ip so that fiJt = 0. A necessary condition is

obviously the vanishing of the tensor 8 jk, that is,
i t

(8.1) 0;* = -^-^+-^-^.
n — 1 n — 1

* Cf. O. Veblen and T. Y. Thomas, loc. cit., p. 571.
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This condition is also sufficient; for, as remarked above, the vector <p can

be chosen so as to reduce 2*t to fijt.  We can write (8.1) in the form

(8.2) Q¿ - í^t - slfrA,

where yp,- is a vector. This gives the type of asymmetric displacement studied

by Friedmann and Schouten and called by them a semi-symmetric dis-

placement (halb-symmetrische Übertragung).* We can therefore state the

following theorems.

Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that an asymmetric dis-

placement be semi-symmetric is the vanishing of the tensor 8*t.

Theorem 5. A semi-symmetric displacement can always be replaced by a

symmetric one with preservation of displaced directions.

It is seen from (5.12) that for this displacement, reduced to the symmetric

form,
i i

S y* =   Tjk.

We can also arrive at the semi-symmetric displacement in another

manner. Let the components of the linear connection in a coordinate system

y be denoted by H.)k, and consider a vector with components v* in that

system.   The vector n* and that obtained from it by displacement, namely

r¡* — H jkv'dyk,

will have proportional components in the y coordinate system, if, and only if,

-.•    *-
(8.3) #*=-#:*

n

at the given point. The proof of the foregoing statement is entirely analogous

to the derivation of equations (5.5).   Denoting by pk the expressions

1  -.  dyo
-   tiaß

.k

we find from (2.2)

n dx'

i d2ya    dx*       i

Hjk = -;-1- ôj pk,
dx'dxk  dy"

* Loc. cit. Cf. also J. A. Schouten, Proceedings, Koninklijke Akademie van Weten-

schappen te Amsterdam, vol. 26 (1923), p. 850, where certain applications to physics are indi-

cated. In the latter connection, cf. H. Eyraud, Comptes  Rendus, January, 1925, pp. 127-129.
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whence by interchange of j and k and subtraction,

(8.4) 2fi)t = ô)pk - ôlpi.

Contraction gives

and substitution in (8.4) shows that (8.1) are satisfied. Hence the displace-

ment is semi-symmetric. Conversely, if (8.1) are fulfilled and we define a

system of coordinates with origin at the point x i = x0i by the equations

(8.5) xi = xio + yi-^(tiaß)0ryß,

then by means of equations (2.2) written in the form

_i       d2x"    dyi a   dy" dxß dx-t
Hik= —;—r-l~ Hßy-■ —— ,

dy'dy* dx" dx   dy' dyk

and the relations

<dx>\

<dy'/o \dy'dyk

which are consequences of (8.5), we find that

2S¡(üak)o

/dx\ _   i      /   d2x* \ i

\3yVo      "     \dy'dyk)o

(H,k)o =
re- 1

Hence (8.3) are satisfied, and it is seen that the quantities (5.14) vanish at

the origin in the y coordinate system.

Theorem 6. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that a displace-

ment be semi-symmetric is that there exist for each point of space a coordinate

system in terms of which any vector at the given point and that arising from it by

displacement to a nearby point have proportional components*

It is to be noted that the coordinate system given by (8.5) is independent

of the vector <p and is the geodesic coordinate system for the associated sym-

metric connection.

I wish to express my thanks to Professors Eisenhart and Veblen, who have

read the manuscript of this paper and improved it by their suggestions.

* Weyl, in Raum, Zeit, Materie, p. 100, arrives at the affine connection by postulating the

existence of a coordinate system in terms of which original and displaced vectors have equal com-

ponents.
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